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Abstract—The buying behavior of the consumer is grown
nowadays through recommender systems. Though it
recommends, still there are limitations to give a
recommendation to the users. In order to address data
sparsity and scalability, a hybrid approach is developed
for the effective recommendation in this paper. It
combines the feature engineering attributes and
collaborative filtering for prediction. The proposed
system implemented using supervised learning
algorithms. The results empirically proved that the mean
absolute error of prediction was reduced. This approach
shows very promising results.
Index Terms—Recommender systems, gradient boost
regression, supervised learning, feature engineering

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the large volume of information on the internet,
the recommendation of products and services is essential
in day to day life. Recommender System (RS) suggests
products and services to the users from the information
available. RS plays a vital role in promoting the sale of
diverse products from different sources through online
sales. The popular websites which use RS are Amazon,
YouTube, Netflix, Yahoo, last.fm, IMDb and Trip
advisor to promote their business. Implicit and explicit
information to recommend items is used in RS for
various domains like movies, music, shopping, television,
books, and news [1].RS is an application which provides
suggestions on items to the active user [2]. Commercial
RS recommends products to increase the number of items
sold and suggests an item to achieve customer
satisfaction.
Among the various approaches, the Hybrid approach
plays an important role to recommend items to users.
Hybrid Recommendation Systems are a combination of
two or more recommendation techniques. The hybrid
model is made using the power from multiple type
machine learning algorithms [3]. A list of methods that
are commonly used in building Hybrid Recommendation
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Systems is (i) Weighted,(ii) Switching, (iii) Mixed (iv)
Feature Combination, (v) Cascade, (vi) Feature
Augmentation and (vii) Meta-level [4]. In the weighted
approach, the recommendation is reached based on a
mixture of predictions from different recommendation
techniques. Based on the requirement, RS switches
between different recommendation techniques, called
Switching. In a mixed hybrid approach, a list of results
from all recommendations is derived by applying various
methods, which are presented as a single list. In feature
combination, the results from the collaboration technique
are utilized as another feature to build a content-based
system over the enlarged feature set. The cascade
technique combines the results from different
recommendation techniques in a prioritized way. The
rating or classification from first stage is used as an
additional feature and the subsequent stages called
feature augmentation. In Meta-level, a model generated
from a recommendation technique acts as an input to the
next recommendation technique in the next stages. The
major challenges faced by RS are cold start, sparsity, and
scalability [5]. The available algorithms and computing
power are not enough when the number of existing users
or items grows enormously. To address this issue, this
paper proposes a recommendation method based on
enhanced collaborative filtering with feature engineering.
In this paper, the main contributions are




We apply feature engineering techniques to reduce
the prediction error, which increases the accuracy
of the model.
We build three different models using feature
engineering techniques and evaluate their
eﬃciency and electiveness in this environment.
Through these contributions, we can suggest to
users who are the most suitable items for them to
use at a specific time, and improving the user
experience
in
the
domain
of
movie
recommendation.
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The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes
the
related
literature
for
Hybrid
Recommendation system. The proposed system using
collaborative filtering, for improving the accuracy is
presented in section 3. Section 4 discusses the experiment
and results of our system. Conclusion is arrived in section
5.

II. RELATED WORK
The related literature for model based collaborative
approach is as follows.
A traditional memory based collaborative filters
recommends similar user’s item to the active user. It
improves the accuracy by recommending popular items
instead of novel items. This work mainly proposed on
growing large search space of user’s profile to
recommend accurate and diverse recommendations on
novel items by increasing large user’s profile [6].
The user’s priorities are changed on items with
respect to time. This problem will affect the top n
recommendation to the active user. Maryam Khanian
Najafabadi et al. proposed a graph based structure
model to model user’s priorities which give relation
between users and items. This model has the user’
priorities on times in between current and past time [7].
Jiangzhou Deng et al. proposed a novel k-medoids
clustering algorithm based on probability distribution to
address data sparsity problem. The proposed work will
use the rating information based on Kullback–Leibler
(KL) divergence. The top n recommendation are given
based on item filtering by giving user-item rating matrix ,
the number of cluster centers k and KL distance
measure[8]
A. Almuhaimeed et al. have proposed a hybrid
recommendation approach based on the combination of
the results of both content and collaborative filtering
approaches [9]. These results are obtained with semantic
and the hidden relationship obtained from multiple
resources such as movie ontology and movie night. They
claimed that this method has achieved a better result
when compared with other methods and also claimed that
to improve the accuracy of the recommendation by
combining more semantic relations.
A hybrid model based on deep learning neural network
utilizes reviews and content-based features for
recommendations. These sets of contents and
collaborative features are used to create, a model based
on the neural network framework and predictions are
estimated through this hybrid model [10]. This neural
based network recommender system uses a stochastic
gradient descent optimization algorithm for minimizing
log loss and rating misclassification error. This hybrid
model is not applicable for public datasets like Movie
Lens and Amazon reviews etc.
A weighted hybrid novel approach [11] in the
recommendation, addresses the scalability and improves
accuracy. It represents a personalized service
recommendation list and provides the most appropriate
Copyright © 2019 MECS
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services to the users. The Agglomerative hierarchical
clustering algorithm is used to create clusters. This
Weighted Hybrid Recommender System combines a
content-based and knowledge-based filtering to generate
recommendations using the clusters.
M. A. Ghazanfar et al. proposed a generalized
switching hybrid recommendation algorithms that
combine machine learning classifiers with item-based
collaborative filtering techniques. In general, machine
learning classifiers are combined with memory-based
collaborative approaches to recommend items. Instead of
classifier approaches, regression approaches, feature
selection algorithms, and dimensionality reduction
technique may improve the accuracy [12].
A hybrid recommendation system for the e-learning
environment to choose the right learning resources is
proposed by Chen et al. In this hybrid approach, the item
based collaborative filtering is used to find the similar
items and sequential pattern mining algorithm to find the
items based on the learning patterns [13].
M. Chandaka et al. proposed a hybrid approach using
collaborative filtering and content-based filtering to
recommend books to users. In order to find similar users,
the collaborative technique is applied and the results are
filtered through demographic features [14]. The users
recommended by the collaborative technique are
compared with the active user by content-based filtering.
Slope one algorithm is used to recommend the items and
Min Hash algorithm is used to find similar users.
The related literature for feature engineering is as
follows.
Most machine learning performance is heavily
dependent on the feature vector. Feature selection is a
process to evaluate feature importance and selection of
features, whereas feature engineering is the process of
creation of features derived from original features
[13].Feature engineering is the process of creating
features using domain knowledge of the data that
improve machine learning algorithms to work more
efficiently [15].
Tara Rawat et al. proposed tools and techniques used
for feature engineering with the purpose of improving
classifier accuracy. This work presented the applications
of feature engineering in text classification, clinical text
classification and link prediction on various domains like
social networks, knowledge base construction and fraud
detection [16].
A Novel research demonstrated the type of engineering
features are suited to the exact machine learning model
type. This is accomplished by generating several datasets
that are designed to fit from a particular type of
engineering feature. The experiment demonstrated that at
what extent the machine learning model is capable of
synthesizing the needed feature on its own [17].
N.D. Patel et al. proposed a research work, how to
select the best feature set from the available dataset
through which the customer can classify the review.
From the selected best features, a new dataset is created
using various feature engineering techniques. The feature
set which gives the best decision for analysis was used in
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the naï
ve Bayesian classifier in order to get
recommendations [18].
A novel approach is implemented by selecting useful
feature combinations to improve performance. Hsiang-Fu
Yu combined the results of student sub-teams by
regularized linear regression. In this paper, the
categorical features were replaced with a numerical value
using the correct first attempt rate technique [19].
A. C. Bahnsen et al. created a new set of features based
on analyzing the periodic behavior of the time of a
transaction using the Von Mises distribution. The various
credit card fraud detection models are compared in this
paper and results show how the features have an impact
on the output [20].
Motivated by the above literature, hybrid approaches
and feature engineering techniques play a vital role in
recommender systems. This paper proposes a novel
hybrid approach based on collaborative filtering with
engineering features, which explained in the next section.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Collaborative filtering recommends items, based on the
ratings given by users and it does not consider item
related and user related features for the recommendation.
This proposed hybrid approach combines the item and
user related features with ratings. It has five steps: (A)
Preprocessing, (B) Attribute Selection, (C) Feature
Engineering, (D) Model Creation and(E)Prediction and
Evaluation. The proposed framework is represented in
Fig. 1. In this approach, the preprocessing is performed
by data integration, filling missing values and label
encoding. After preprocessing, the subset of features is
selected with Wrapper based approach using the genetic
algorithm and linear regression. Then, four techniques are
applied in order to modify the existing features obtained
in the previous step based on the feature engineering
approach. With these features, the prediction model is
constructed with an ensemble technique and the
recommendation is performed. Each step in this proposed
hybrid approach is explained below.

Fig. 1. Proposed Framework

A. Preprocessing
Preprocessing is used to remove inconsistency and
noise in the data since it affects the accuracy of the result.
These barriers in the dataset should be handled by various
preprocessing techniques like data cleaning, data
integration, data reduction and data transformations [21].
In the proposed approach, the preprocessing is performed
to fill missing values, integrating attributes from files in
the referred dataset and encoding the string datatype
incompatible formats. For example, consider the dataset
presented in Table 1 consisting of three attributes such as
(i) User id, (ii) Age and (iii) Occupation. In this dataset,
the user id is not interesting and is ignored whereas, the
age is continuous and occupation is categorical attributes.
In our experiment, the movie lens 100K dataset is
chosen and to be preprocessed. Using data integration
preprocessing technique, all the 31 features from various
data files are integrated which contain rating, user related
and item related. The missing values are taken as zero
and the label encoding scheme is applied for all the
attributes to make as the same data type. Label encoder
can be used to normalize labels and also be used to
transform non-numerical labels into numerical labels [22].
To understand the label encoding, take an example
dataset in Table1. It has three features user_id, age, and
occupation in which occupation has non-numerical labels.
Label encoding is applied in the occupation feature and
the result is expressed in Table 2. Here, occupation takes
the numerical value as 1, the librarian as 2 and the
Copyright © 2019 MECS

student as 3. In the same way, all the features are
modified in order to get the same type. There are a few
related features that are not useful in the prediction
process. The selection process of related features to
predict the rating will be discussed in the next section.
Table 1. Sample dataset before Label Encoding
User_id

Age

Occupation

691

34

educator

704

54

librarian

705

21

student

706

23

student

707

56

librarian

Table 2. Sample dataset after Label Encoding
User_id

Age

Occupation

691

34

1

704

54

2

705

21

3

706

23

3

707

56

2

B. Attribute Selection
The models usually give a fast response when using a
low dimensionality dataset, because training time
decreases exponentially. Models are having a risk of
overfitting with an increasing number of features. There
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are three methods, (i) Filter Methods,(ii) Wrapper
Methods, (iii) Embedded Methods. Filter Methods
considers the relationship between features and the target
variable to compute the importance of features (LDA,
ANOVA, and Chi-Square). Wrapper Methods generate
models with a subset of features and gauge their model
performances (forward selection, backward elimination,
and recursive feature elimination). The embedded method
is a combination of filter and wrapper methods. It is
implemented by algorithms that have their own built-in
feature selection methods (LASSO, RIDGE) [23]. In this
proposed approach, the wrapper method is chosen to
select a subset of features from the large dataset. Genetic
Algorithms one of the wrapper methods based on
heuristic solution search to get the optimized solution,
originally motivated by the Darwinian principle of
evolution through selection [24]. The various steps of the
genetic algorithm are mentioned in Fig. 2.

27

into the successor population. The processes of selection
and recombination are then iterated until a complete
successor population is produced. At that point, the
successor population becomes a new source population,
i.e. the next generation.
Table 4. Parameters used in Genetic Algorithm
Parameter Name

Type

Number of Chromosomes

31

Generation

50

Mutation rate

.05

Cross over

One point

The parameters used in this genetic algorithm process
are depicted in Table 4. The output of the attribute
selection, which has a reduced dataset, given to the
feature engineering process.
C. Feature Engineering

Step 1: Number of Chromosomes, generation and mutation rate
and cross over rate
Step 2: number of population, initialization of chromosome with a
random value
Step 3: Process steps 4-7 until the number of generation is met
setup
Step 4: Evaluate fitness value using objective functions
Step 5: Chromosome selection
Step 6: crossover
Step 7: Mutation

Feature engineering is defined as the process of using
domain knowledge of data to create features that make
machine learning algorithms work more efficiently [25].
Feature engineering is a technique used to modify the
existing features or combining two or more relevant
features or creating a new feature from the existing
features. This feature engineering strategy plays a vital
role in the prediction of the user’s rating. Mathematical
techniques like count, power, square root and polynomial
are applied. To perform feature engineering, the above
said mathematical techniques are applied in our selected
subset of features. The algorithm for our proposed
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Step 8: Solution (Best Chromosomes)
Fig. 2. Genetic Algorithm

In the proposed approach, the attributes are considered
as chromosomes and the binary encoding is applied on
the chromosomes at random. The process of encoding is
shown below: For example in Table 3. Chromosome
encoding is shown. Each row in the table is treated as a
chromosome and each attribute is treated as a gene.
Table 3. Chromosome Encoding
User_id

Action

Comedy

Romance

Animation

1
1

1
0

0
1

0
0

1
0

1

0

0

1

1

GA has chromosome encoding, fitness, selection,
recombination, and evolution. The preprocessed data is
having different attributes related to user and item related
and each attribute treated as chromosome encoding. An
accuracy score of linear regression is taken as a Fitness
function in this work. Tournament Selection initially
selects two chromosomes with higher probability and
then chooses the one which has the highest fitness.
Recombination is performed using one point cross over.
After recombination, resultant chromosomes are passed
Copyright © 2019 MECS

Algorithm 1 Proposed Prediction Model
𝐿𝑒𝑡 𝑢𝑓 , 𝑖𝑓 ∀ 𝑢 be the user and item features for all users
1: begin
2: Integrate 𝑢𝑓 and𝑖𝑓 with rating as dataset F
3:
𝒊𝒇(𝐹 ! = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐)
4:encode(𝐹)
5:
𝒆𝒍𝒔𝒆
6:
read(F)
7: apply feature selection in {F}
8:
𝑓𝑠 ⊆ {𝐹}
9: Apply feature engineering in {𝑓𝑠 }
10: 𝑓𝑒 = 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑓𝑠 )
11: Prediction
12: end

Table 5. Notations used in Proposed Algorithm
Notation

Description

uf

User related features

if

Item related features

F

Total features

fs

Selected features

fe

Feature engineering

rp

Predicted rating
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This proposed algorithm reads the user (uf) and item(if)
related features for all users(u) from the dataset. It
combines all the features a single dataset(F) using data
integration. Next, it will check the data type of each
attribute and typecast if it is not the same type. By
applying the feature selection algorithm on F in order to
get the Subset fs. Feature Engineering is the next process
which is derived from fs and the resultant as fe. The
various notations used in the above algorithm are
mentioned in Table 5.
In this work, feature engineering is done using count,
power, square root and polynomial. In feature
engineering using count measure, a threshold value is
fixed and each value in the attribute is checked. It
replaces the value by 1 if the condition is satisfied
otherwise 0. Each attribute’s value is multiplied with the
same and the result is stored as a new attribute in feature
engineering based on power measure. Feature
engineering based square root is the same as power
instead of taking power, it will take the square root of the
attribute value. The second-degree polynomial is used to
perform the feature engineering in all the attributes.
The Feature engineering technique using count is
explained below. The following Table 6 shows the
sample data before applying feature engineering. It has
two features user_id and age, taken from the movie lens
dataset. In count based feature engineering, a threshold
level is selected for each feature and it is checked with
the existing value. Once the threshold condition is
satisfied, it puts the entry as 1, otherwise 0. For our
experiment, we have taken the mean value as the
threshold value. Similarly, other techniques are also
applied in the available features. Table 6 shows the
sample dataset after feature engineering.
Table 6. Sample dataset before FE
user_id

age

46

27

47

53

48

45

49

23

50

21

age

46

0

47

1

48

1

49

0

50

1

After completing the feature engineering techniques in
the selected subset of features, the resultant dataset is
given to model creation which will be discussed in the
next section.
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Collaborative Filtering is mainly classified into
memory and model- based. In memo-y based
collaborative filtering, scalability is a big issue. Among
the various supervised learning algorithms, classification
and regression models are important types, where we
know the target variable. GNB is one of the simplest
classification algorithms, which assigns the label of the
class that maximizes the posterior probability of each
sample which is chosen for our experiment [31]. This
algorithm predicts the dependent variable using the
independent class variables. It is a probabilistic classifier
that uses the properties of Bayes theorem assuming the
strong independence between the features shown in
equation 1[26].

P( A / B) 

P( B / A) P( A)
P( B)

(1)

where

P( A / B) - posterior probability
P( B / A) - prior probability
P( A)
- maximum likelihood
P( B)
- evidence
Next, the linear regression model is chosen for its
simplicity and used for continuous variables. In our
experiment, multiple linear regression is selected to
predict the ratings [28]. Regression is a statistical
technique, used to formulate the linear relationship
between independent and dependent variables shown in
equation 2.

Y  a  bX

Table 6. Sample dataset after FE
user_id

D. Model and Prediction

(2)

Linear regression (LR) is a way to model the
relationship between two variables. Here, Y is the
dependent variable, X is the independent variable, b is the
slope of the line and a is the intercept.
The important algorithm comes under ensemble
learning, which is viewed as a collection of individual
systems in order to obtain stronger generalization ability
than the individual systems [27]. There are two types of
ensemble methods; (i) Gradient bagging (ii) Gradient
Boosting. Gradient bagging regression creates different
decision trees and takes the average of different models
as a result. In Gradient Boosting regression, the decision
tree solution is given as input of the next decision tree.
Gradient boosting involves three elements, a loss
function to be optimized, a weak learner to make
predictions and an additive model to add weak learners to
minimize the loss function. Decision trees are used as the
weak learner in gradient boosting and trees are added one
at a time, and existing trees in the model are not changed.
The developed model is evaluated in the next section.
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E. Performance Measures
The developed models are evaluated with the available
prediction measures. Different prediction measures are
available such as mean absolute error, mean squared error,
root mean squared error and normalized root mean
squared error. Among the prediction error metrics, the
mean absolute error is the common technique which is
represented in equation 3[28]. The mean absolute is the
difference between the prediction of a rating of user u on
item i(𝑝𝑢,𝑖 ) and the real rating of user u on item i (𝑟𝑢,𝑖 ).
Fig. 3. Comparison of MAE values before feature selection

MAE 

1
N

p

u ,i

 ru ,i

(3)

u ,i

In our work, the above prediction measures and
recommendation measures are used. The experiment
details and results are discussed in the next section.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT
The proposed method is tested with Movie Lens 100K
[29] dataset provided by the Group Lens Project. A test
set up is created using the Windows operating system and
Python3.5 software. In the movie lens dataset consists of
943 users and 1642 movies. Each user at least rated 20
movies and the ratings are between 1 to 5. This dataset
has 14 files among which this proposed approach takes
three files namely (i) user (ii) item and (iii) rating. These
files are integrated into one file consisting of 31 attributes
for experiment and evaluation. The experiment starts
with the preprocessing of the dataset. The integrated data
set contains sparsity (93.7%) [32] and inconsistent
attributes. In the proposed approach preprocessing is
performed by filling of missing value by zero and resolve
inconsistency by encoding. The label encoding schemes
are applied in order to make the same type of features
which was discussed in section 3. A genetic algorithm is
applied in the preprocessed data. Subsets of 19 attributes
are selected among 31 attributes in order to reduce the
large dimension of the dataset.
Feature engineering techniques explained in section 3
are applied in the selected features and modified. The
output of the feature engineered dataset is divided into
training and test set in the 80/20 ratio using a 10 fold
cross-validation technique. At first Gaussian naï
ve
Bayesian model(GNB) is trained and results are predicted.
Similarly, the above experiment procedure is repeated for
the linear regression model (LR) and gradient boost
regression tree model(GBT). Fig. 3 shows the MAE
values of three models in the initial dataset. Among these
three models, the ensemble method gives the minimum
error rate. In the second stage of the experiment, the
feature selection technique is applied and the same
experimental procedure followed. Fig. 4 shows the MAE
values after the feature selection technique. The results
show that the ensemble method gives better performance
when compared with other models.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of MAE values after feature selection

The prediction measure after applying featuring
engineering techniques are given in Table 7. It shows
that the ensemble methods give better performance in all
the feature engineering techniques. Among the different
feature engineering techniques, polynomial-based feature
engineering performs better.
Table 7. Prediction measures after feature engineering
Feature
Engineering

MAE
LR

GNB
0.9261

Count
Power

0.8914
0.9133

Square root
Polynomial

0.8978

MAE GNB

0.9034
0.9018

0.8910
0.8477

0.8926

0.8486

0.8964

MAE LR

GBT

0.8472

MAE GBT

0.95
0.9
0.85
0.8
Count

Power

Square root Polynomial

Fig. 5. Comparison MAE values of Different Models after Feature
Engineering

Fig. 5 shows the three models of performance after
applying selected feature engineering techniques. The
gradient boost regression techniques which give 0.8472
for polynomial based feature engineering which is 5.06%
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improvement while comparing with Gaussian naïve
Bayesian model results.
A 4.9% improvement in
gradient boost regression tree while comparing with
linear regression. Finally, we have obtained low error
values for the gradient boost regression ensemble method.
The results empirically show that the gradient boost
regression tree model with feature engineering yields
better results when comparing with Gaussian naïve
Bayesian classification and linear regression techniques.
Our proposed feature engineering technique with a
gradient boost regression tree yields a 2.6% decrease in
prediction error value (MAE) while comparing with the
existing recommender systems [30].

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

V. CONCLUSION
We have implemented a recommendation model based
on hybrid features, in which user-related and item related
features are combined with ratings given by the user.
The results show that among the chosen models, the
gradient boost regression model outperformed when
compared with the Gaussian naïve Bayesian, linear
regression model and the existing work. The next finding
is the feature engineering techniques improve the model
performance which is indicated in our test results. The
combination of gradient boost regression model and
feature engineering technique gives a 2.6% (MAE)
decrease in mean absolute error while comparing with an
existing model. The hybridization of density-based
clustering and ensemble method which uses gradient
boosting is our proposed future work, which addresses
the scalability issue.

[13]
[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]
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